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Today in luxury:

Two artists accuse Gucci of copying

Gucci's copying flak doesn't end with Dapper Dan. Three weeks after the Italian luxury brand addressed allegations
that its cruise 2018 collection included a copy of a puff-sleeve bomber jacket designed by the Harlem tailor in 1989
with a Gucci spokesperson issuing a statement describing the look as an "homage" the company is facing more
pressure over two artworks also featured in the collection, says Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

With first lady and son gone, security eases up at Trump Tower

The tight security around Trump Tower has eased up since Melania and Barron Trump left for the White House, and
some area merchants are breathing a sigh of relief now that their customers don't have to go through a series of
checkpoints, reports the Wall Street Journal.

Click here to read the entire article on the Wall Street Journal

Inside Shanghai's Herms Club

Thirty hours to go until the Herms Club opens in Shanghai, and Bali Barret is padding through the chaos of the
construction site...She appears remarkably calm, though insists: "Inside I am not relaxed." She has reason to fret:
tomorrow night, 1,000 members of the Chinese elite are due downtown, and the Club is nowhere near complete, per
British Vogue.

Click here to read the entire article on British Vogue

Some London fire survivors will be housed in a luxury complex

After nearly a week of being shuttled among community centers, hotels and vacant properties, weary survivors of
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London's worst fire in decades learned on Wednesday that some of them would be housed in a luxury complex
where some apartments go for more than 8.5 million pounds, or $10 million, according to The New York Times.

Click here to read the entire article on The New York Times
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